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QUESTION 1

A developer is implementing new Page Designer content on a merchant\\'s Storefront and adds the line below to the
setupContentSearch function in the searchHelpers.js file. 

apiContentSearchModel.setFilteredByFolder(false); 

What does this achieve? 

A. Enables searching to find Page Designer content assets that are not in folders. 

B. Prevents Page Designer pages and components from being searchable. 

C. Extends the ContentSearchModel to allow the folder filter. 

D. Filters Page Designer search results into separate page and component folders. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A merchant wants customers to be able to order gift vouchers via their site. Since they can issue an unlimited number of
these digital vouchers, this item should be available to sell at all times. How can a developer use Business Manager to
ensure that the gift vouchers are always available? 

A. Manually set the inventory to a high number. 

B. Check the Available to Sell (ATS) flag for the product set. 

C. Check the perpetual flag in the product inventory record. 

D. Set StockLevel = maxAllocation for the product. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer configures the dw.json file and needs to fill in the necessary parameters to complete the task. Which three
parameters are required when using npm scripts? (Choose three.) 

A. Username/Password 

B. Code Version 

C. Site ID 

D. CSRF Token 

E. Hostname 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has expanded its implementation to support German with a locale code of de. The current
resource bundle is checkout.properties. To which file should the developer add German string values? 

A. checkout_de.properties in resources folder 

B. checkout.properties in the de locale folder 

C. checkout.properties in the default locale folder 

D. de_checkout.properties in resources folder 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A Digital Developer needs to check for product inventory in a specific inventory list using the Open Commerce API. An
example request URL is: 

Which resource_id value enables the appropriate resource? 

A. /inventory_lists/* 

B. /inventory_lists/** 

C. /inventory_list_search 

D. /products/* 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC1/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2FOCAPI%2F15.6%2Fusage%2FOCAPISettings.html 

 

QUESTION 6

A client uses tax tables in Business Manager to calculate tax. They recently started shipping to a new country, Italy, and
the tax is not being calculated correctly on the Storefront. What is the likely problem? 

A. Tax Region is configured wrong 

B. Tax Country is missing 
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C. Tax Jurisdiction is missing 

D. Tax Locale is configured wrong 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A developer is tasked with implementing the necessary code for a new Page Designer component. 

What are the two purposes of the JSON metadata definition file that the developer creates? (Choose two.) 

A. Defines the responsive layout of the rendered template. 

B. Defines regions within the component type. 

C. Defines the attributes that a merchant enters when using the component type. 

D. Defines the business and rendering logic of the component required by the merchant. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/b2c-page-designer-developers/b2c- page-
designer-pages-components-dev-elements 

 

QUESTION 8

A Digital Developer needs to store information temporarily and decides to create a custom object. 

Which code creates a custom object? 

A. CustomObject.createCustomObject(CustomObjectType,primaryKey); 

B. CustomObject.createCustomObject(primaryKey,CustomObjectType); 

C. CustomObjectMgr.createCustomObject(primaryKey); 

D. CustomObjectMgr.createCustomObject(CustomObjectType,primaryKey) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers recently completed updates to their storefront shopping cart page. A problem has been discovered
since the update. Users are no longer able to submit coupon codes on this page. Additionally, authenticated users who
try to add a coupon are logged out. The following processing code is found in the Cart.js controller file: 
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What should the Developer verify to identify the issue? 

A. The CSRF cartridge is included in the site\\'s cartridge path. 

B. The form group has the secure attribute set to true. 

C. The CSRF token is present in the form and is being submitted in the request. 

D. The CSRF settings in Business Manager are properly configured. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer uses the call() instance method of dw.svc.Service to invoke a web service and implemented the callback
methods defined by the dw.svc.ServiceCallback class. Which callback method is required only when invoking a SOAP
service? 

A. initServiceClient 

B. parseResponse 

C. mockCall 

D. createRequest 

Correct Answer: A 

https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC1/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2Fcontent%2Fb2c_commerce%2Ftopics%2Fweb_services%
2Fb2c_create_service_callbacks.html 
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QUESTION 11

A developer needs to update the package.json file so that it points to the hook file for a cartridge, using the hooks
keyword. Which snippets works correctly when added to the file? 

A. {"hooks": "./scripts/hooks.json"} 

B. {hooks: ./cartridge/scripts/hooks.json} 

C. {hooks: ./scripts/hooks.json} 

D. {"hooks": "./cartridge/scripts/hooks.json"} 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC1/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2Fcontent%2Fb2c_commerce%2Ftopics%2Fsfra%2Fb2c_sfra_hooks.html 

 

QUESTION 12

Given a customer environment configured with only the en_CA locale and the following new requirements: 

1.

 To add a new locale for fr_CA 

2.

 To localize the address form with the new locale 

3.

 To make the localization usable even for new possible French locales, such as fr_FR 

And given the portion of form XML definition contained in the form file cartridge/forms/default/ address.xml: 

What is the right place to add the fr_CA translation for the country field label? 

A. /cartridge/templates/resources/address_fr_CA.properties 

B. /cartridge/templates/resources/forms_fr.properties 

C. /cartridge/forms/resources/address_fr.properties 

D. /cartridge/templates/resources/fr/forms.properties 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A developer is given the requirement to add a step to the existing business logic of the registration process. How should
the developer modify the route that handles the customer registration? 

A. Copy the code from the original route to a new controller route, and change it. 

B. Override the route with new functionality. 

C. Extend the route with new functionality. 

D. Change the controller route with new functionality. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

What happens if the log file size limit is reached in custom logging? 

A. Logging is suspended for the day. 

B. Logging is suspended for two hours. 

C. The log file is deleted and recreated from scratch. 

D. The log file rolls over and the last used log is overwritten. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC2/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2FSiteDevelopment%2FUnderstandingLogFiles.html 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal Containers specifies a new category hierarchy for navigating the digital commerce storefront. A Digital
Developer uses Business Manager to manually create a catalog with the specified category hierarchy, then uses the
Products and Catalogs > Import and Export module to export the catalog as a file. 

How can other Developers with sandboxes on the same realm create the same catalog in their own sandboxes? 

A. Use Business Manager to upload and import a copy of the export file obtained from the original Developer. 

B. Use the remote upload capability of the Site Import and Export module of Business Manager. 

C. Use the import capability of the Site Import and Export module of Business Manager. 

D. Use the Business Manager Data Replication module to replicate the catalog from the original Developer\\'s sandbox. 

Correct Answer: C 
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Reference: https://documentation.b2c.commercecloud.salesforce.com/DOC2/index.jsp?topic=%
2Fcom.demandware.dochelp%2FImportExport%2FCatalogObjectImportExport.html 
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